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Linux Device Drivers, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005

	Over the years, this bestselling guide has helped countless programmers learn how to support computer peripherals under the Linux operating system, and how to develop new hardware under Linux. Now, with this third edition, it's even more helpful, covering all the significant changes to Version 2.6 of the Linux kernel. Includes...
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How Linux WorksNo Starch Press, 2004

	Whether you're a systems administrator or a home user, you need to understand how Linux internals work before you can really master Linux-how it boots, how networking works, how to customize the kernel, and even what hardware to buy.

	

	How Linux Works contains the kind of information normally handed down from...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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Intrusion Prevention and Active Response : Deploying Network and Host IPSSyngress Publishing, 2005
From the Foreword by Stephen Northcutt, Director of Training and Certification, The SANS Institute
Within a year of the infamous "Intrusion Detection is Dead" report by Gartner, we started seeing Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) products that actually worked in the real world. Security professionals are going to be...
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Linux Network Administrator's GuideO'Reilly, 1995
Linux, a UNIX-compatible operating system that runs on personal computers, is a pinnacle within the free software movement. It is based on a kernel developed by Finnish student Linus Torvalds and is distributed on the Net or on low-cost disks, along with a complete set of UNIX libraries, popular free software utilities, and traditional layered...
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Ruby Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
Although Ruby is an easy language to learn, in the heat of action you may find that you can't remember the correct syntax for a conditional or the name of a method. This handy pocket reference offers brief yet clear explanations of Ruby's core components, from operators to reserved words to data structures to method syntax, highlighting those key...
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Mastering Red Hat Linux 9Sybex, 2003
Whether you depend on Linux as a server or desktop OS, Mastering Red Hat  Linux 9 gives you the practical information you need to install, configure,  and administer the latest version of Red Hat’s operating system to suit your  specific computing needs. Clear, step-by-step instruction teaches you basic,  intermediate, and...
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SELinux by Example: Using Security Enhanced LinuxPrentice Hall, 2006
  
SELinux: Bring World-Class Security to Any Linux Environment!

  
 

SELinux offers Linux/UNIX integrators, administrators, and developers a state-of-the-art platform for building and maintaining highly secure...
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Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C LibraryO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Write software that draws directly on services offered by the Linux kernel and core system libraries. With this comprehensive book, Linux kernel contributor Robert Love provides you with a tutorial on Linux system programming, a reference manual on Linux system calls, and an insider’s guide to writing smarter, faster code.
...
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Beginning Databases with PostgreSQL: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2005
Welcome to Beginning Databases with PostgreSQL.
Early in our careers, we came to recognize the qualities of open-source software. Not only
is it often completely free to use, but it can also be of extremely high quality. If you have a problem,
you can examine the source code to see how it works. If you find a bug, you can fix it...
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Large-Scale Kernel Machines (Neural Information Processing series)MIT Press, 2007

	Pervasive and networked computers have dramatically reduced the cost of collecting and distributing large datasets. In this context, machine learning algorithms that scale poorly could simply become irrelevant. We need learning algorithms that scale linearly with the volume of the data while maintaining enough statistical efficiency to...
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Getting Started with oVirt 3.3Packt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to successfully implementing and calibrating oVirt 3.3, a feature-rich, open source server virtualization platform


	Overview

	
		Understand and master the internal arrangement of oVirt
	
		Quickly install and configure the oVirt virtualization environment
	
		Create your...
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